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Upper-twin-peak quasiperiodic oscillation in x-ray binaries and the energy from tidal
circularization of relativistic orbits
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High frequency quasiperiodic oscillations (HF QPOs) detected in the power spectra of low mass
x-ray binaries (LMXBs) could unveil the fingerprints of gravitation in strong field regime. Using the
energy-momentum relation we calculate the energy a clump of plasma orbiting in the accretion disk
releases during circularization of its slightly eccentric relativistic orbit. Following previous works,
we highlight the strong tidal force as mechanism to dissipate such energy. We show that tides acting
on the clump are able to reproduce the observed coherence of the upper HF QPO seen in LMXBs
with a neutron star (NS). The quantity of energy released by the clump and relativistic boosting
might give a modulation amplitude in agreement with that observed in the upper HF QPO. Both
the amplitude and coherence of the upper HF QPO in NS LMXBs could allow us to disclose, for
the first time, the tidal circularization of relativistic orbits occurring around a neutron star.
PACS numbers: 95.30.Sf, 97.80.Jp, 97.10.Gz
I. INTRODUCTION
The twin-peak high frequency quasiperiodic oscilla-
tions (HF QPOs), observed in the power spectra of low
mass x-ray binaries (LMXBs) with either a neutron star
(NS) or a black hole (BH), could carry information on the
matter orbiting in the accretion disk around the compact
object. Their central frequencies are typical of the orbital
motion close to the compact object. HF QPOs are po-
tential probes to prove the laws of gravitation close to a
NS or a BH [1]. The first-discovered twin-peak HF QPOs
were observed with central frequency up to ∼ 1130 Hz
in a NS LMXB [2]. They were named twin-peak kilo-
hertz QPOs because they often show up in pairs. The
HF QPOs observed in BH LMXBs have frequencies of
hundreds of hertz [3, 4] and show different features than
HF QPOs seen in NS LMXBs. While in NS LMXBs
the central frequency of the peaks is seen to vary, in BH
LMXBs the twin-peak HF QPOs are observed at fixed
frequencies, showing a cluster at the 3:2 frequency ratio.
The clustering has motivated models proposing that HF
QPOs might be related to resonance mechanisms of the
matter orbiting in the curved space-time [5–9]. The HF
QPOs in BH LMXBs have a coherence lower than in NS
LMXBs and an amplitude not displaying the character-
istic patterns seen in NS LMXBs (e.g. Refs. [10, 11]).
Low frequency QPOs (< 100 Hz) seen in both NS and
BH LMXBs may be related to relativistic frame dragging
around the spinning compact object [12], a prediction of
general relativity (GR) in strong field. The effect on the
orbiting matter is known as Lense-Thirring precession
[13]. Recent works have put forward strong evidence that
the low frequency QPO seen in the BH LMXB H1743-
322 is produced by frame dragging [14, 15]. In the case of
NS LMXBs, recent data analysis shows that the predic-
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tions of the modeling differ from the data because other
factors may affect the modulation mechanism [16].
Other GR effects potentially detectable around the
compact object in LMXBs are, e.g., the periastron pre-
cession of the orbits [17] occurring on milliseconds time-
scale as well as the existence of an innermost stable
bound orbit (ISBO) [18, 19]. The unprecedented op-
portunity to disclose such phenomena in the imprints
left by the HF QPOs has stimulated several works on
the modulations that would be produced by matter or-
biting around a compact object [20–23]. Ray-tracing of
the photons emitted by an overbright hot-spot orbiting a
Kerr black hole shows the signal that a distant observer
would see [22]. The light curve produced by the hot-spot
is modulated at its orbital period because of relativis-
tic effects. Increasing the inclination towards an edge-
on view, the light curve becomes sharper because of in-
creasing Doppler boosting and gravitational lensing. The
power spectrum of the signal from a slightly eccentric or-
bit (e ∼ 0.1) shows several peaks: the keplerian frequency
νk, the radial frequency
1 νr, the beats νk ± νr and their
harmonics. Also, the authors have simulated the signal
emitted by an arc sheared along the orbit. The power
spectrum shows pronounced peaks at νk and νk± νr and
much less power at the harmonics.
Ray-tracing presented in Ref. [23] shows the different de-
tectability that HF QPOs would have between current
and future x-ray satellites, taking into account also the
radial drift of the accreting hot-spot. In the power spec-
tra the peaks and harmonics at νr, νk and νk + νr (or
2(νk − νr)) are detected. Differences between the signal
from the orbiting hot-spot and the one from axisymmet-
rics disk oscillations are investigated as well.
In a more dynamical framework, in Refs. [24, 25] were
1 The radial frequency νr is the frequency of the cycle from perias-
tron of the orbit to apastron and back to periastron. In a curved
space-time νr 6= νk.
2introduced ray-tracing techniques in the case of clumps
of matter stretched by the strong tidal force around a
Schwarzschild black hole. Differently than the rigid hot-
spot case, the stretching of the clump, as long as it orbits,
leads to a sudden increase of its luminosity producing a
power law in the power spectrum [25, 26]. Moreover, the
stretching blurs the signal emitted in the case of a rigid
sphere or a circular hot-spot. This implies some peaks
and harmonics not be detected in the power spectrum.
In other works the stretching of the clump is simulated
as an arc along the orbit, in order to get power spec-
tra with few peaks as in the observations. In the tidal
model the stretching is a natural consequence of tidal de-
formation of the clump. The simulation using a slightly
eccentric orbit (e = 0.1) gives a power spectrum with a
power law and two peaks, as in the observations [3]. The
lower peak in frequency corresponds to νk, the upper one
to the beat νk + νr [26]. Tidal disruption events have al-
ready been recognized in the case of stars disrupted by
supermassive black holes (e.g. Refs. [27–30]). Efforts
to model such events are going forward in the details
(e.g. Refs. [31–34]). QPOs have been detected in the en-
ergy flux of some tidal disruption events [35, 36]. Tidal
interaction is a mechanism that can provide significant
amounts of energy. In our neighborhood, some moons
display geological activities whose energy is pumped by
the tidal force of the parent planet: the strongest volcan-
ism in Jupiter’s moon Io [37] and possibly the discovered
ocean [38, 39] and geothermal activity in Saturn’s moon
Enceladus [40, 41]. Thus, the strong tidal force by the
compact object in LMXBs, acting on clumps of plasma
orbiting in the accretion disk, may be a valid ingredient
to model the main features observed in twin-peak HF
QPOs.
A planet/moon orbiting the central object on an ec-
centric orbit dissipates its orbital energy because of tides
and its orbit gets circular [42]. In Ref. [43] has been
shown that the orbit of a low-mass satellite around a
Schwarzschild black hole circularizes and shrinks because
of tides. Energy is transfered from orbit to internal en-
ergy of the satellite. The energy emission mechanism
that would turn the released orbital energy into electro-
magnetic radiation has been investigated in Refs. [25, 44].
The authors show that it may be x-ray radiation from
synchrotron mechanisms if the clump of plasma is per-
meated by a magnetic field. In Ref. [45] the authors
conclude that magnetically confined massive clumps of
plasma might form in the inner part of the accretion
disk. In Ref. [46] it is shown that the hard x-ray ra-
diation, over 10-100 milliseconds time intervals, observed
in two x-ray binaries is better interpreted through cyclo-
synchrotron self-Compton mechanisms. The calculations
in Refs. [25, 44] show that during tidal stretching the
magnetic field could largely increase. Moreover, grav-
itational energy extracted through tides might go into
kinetic energy of the electrons in the plasma, since the
clump is rapidly expanding into a pole. This mecha-
nism could provide relativistic electrons emitting syn-
chrotron radiation. Magnetohydrodynamics simulations
are required to know how this mechanism actually works.
Recent numerical simulations of the magnetic field in a
star disrupted by tides [34] show a magnetic field largely
increasing, as from the calculations in Refs. [25, 44].
The emission of radiation because of the orbital en-
ergy released during tidal circularization of the orbit thus
would cause an overbrightness of the clump with respect
to the background radiation from the disk. In Ref. [47]
has been shown that the timing law of the azimuth phase
φ(t) on an slightly eccentric relativistic orbit produces
multiple peaks in the power spectrum: the keplerian fre-
quency νk and the beats νk ± νr. The beats νk ± νr are
produced because of the eccentricity of the orbit. The or-
biting body has a different orbital speed at periastron and
apastron passage, happening at the frequency νr 6= νk in
the curved space-time. This introduces a modulation in
the phase φ(t) at the relativistic radial frequency νr. In
the case of a circular orbit (in every case in a flat space-
time) only the peak at νk is produced. As already men-
tioned above, the timing law φ(t) turns into a modulated
observable light curve because of relativistic effects on the
emitted photons [22, 23, 25]. The amplitude of the beats
νk ± νr thus originates because of the orbital energy re-
leased during tidal circularization of the orbit. Moreover,
the coherence of the beats is related to the time-scale the
circularization takes place, since once the orbit is circular
or quasi-circular the beats νk ± νr fade and the emitted
energy is modulated only at the keplerian frequency νk.
Most efforts to interpret the twin-peak HF QPOs have
focused on the identification of their central frequencies
with those of the orbital modes in the curved space-time.
The proposed models link the upper HF QPO of the
twin-peaks to the keplerian modulation νk produced by
a clump of plasma orbiting in the accretion disk, other
models link the lower HF QPO to νk [20–22, 48–50]. On
the other hand, attempting to interpret the amplitude
and coherence of HF QPOs might disclose useful infor-
mation on their nature as well. In Refs. [51–54] are re-
ported both the amplitude and coherence of the twin-
peak HF QPOs observed in NS LMXBs. The behavior
of the amplitude as a function of the central frequency
of the peaks shows characteristic patterns in atoll NS
LMXBs [55]. The amplitude of the upper HF QPO dis-
plays a decrease with increasing central frequency of the
peak, instead the amplitude of the lower HF QPO shows
an increase and then a decrease. The coherence Q of
the lower HF QPO (Q = ν/∆ν with ν central frequency
and ∆ν full width at half maximum of the peak) shows a
characteristic pattern too: Q as a function of ν increases
and then drops abruptly [52–54]. In Ref. [52] has been
underlined that the abrupt drop of Q, seen in several
atoll NS LMXBs, could be a signature of the oscillation
approaching the ISBO predicted by GR. This relevant
issue was subsequently discussed with extensively data
analysis in Refs. [53, 54]. Although the excursion of Q of
the lower HF QPO is more than an order of magnitude,
the Q of the upper HF QPO shows an almost flat trend
3over a large range of frequencies, mostly remaining of the
order of Q ∼ 10.
In a previous work (Ref. [56], hereafter GC15) we have
proposed that the amplitude and coherence of the lower
HF QPO might originate from the energy released by
a clump of plasma spiraling to inner orbits because of
the work done by the tidal force, dissipating the orbital
energy. In this paper we aim to investigate on the ampli-
tude and coherence of the upper HF QPO [52]. Here
is proposed that the upper HF QPO might originate
from the energy released during tidal circularization of
the clump’s orbit. In Ref. [43] has been shown that the
orbit of a clump of matter orbiting a Schwarzschild black
hole circularizes and shrinks because of tides. The re-
lease of orbital energy during circularization of the orbit
might provide the overbrightness of the clump required
in order to produce detectable modulations [22, 25]. The
emitted photons are modulated at νk and νk ± νr in the
power spectrum [22, 47]. The beats νk ± νr should show
up only in the phase of tidal circularization of the orbit,
since once the orbit gets circular νk ± νr fade and the
emitted radiation is modulated only at νk. Tidal disrup-
tion simulations show an upper HF QPO corresponding
to the beat νk+νr [26]. Therefore, we believe and inspect
that both the amplitude and coherence of the upper HF
QPO in the observations [52] should be reproduced by
the energy released during tidal circularization of rela-
tivistic orbits.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we re-
call the main arguments described in GC15 about the
tidal load on clumps of plasma orbiting in the accretion
disk. In Section III we explore the idea presented in this
manuscript, i.e. the amplitude and coherence of the up-
per HF QPO seen in NS LMXBs could be related to the
energy released during tidal circularization of relativistic
orbits. We estimate the energy released by an orbiting
clump of plasma when its slightly eccentric orbit gets
circular. We use the energy-momentum relation in the
Schwarzschild metric2 since it is the relativistic equation
that embeds all the contributions to the total energy of
an orbiting clump of matter. The time-scale of tidal cir-
cularization of the orbit is calculated. Afterwards, we cal-
culate the coherence Q the produced beat νk + νr would
have. We compare it to the upper HF QPO coherence
pattern seen in the observations (e.g. Fig. 2 in Ref. [52]).
In Section IV we attempt to tie the orbital energy re-
leased3 during circularization of the orbit to the observ-
able fraction of energy modulated by Doppler boosting.
2 We use the Schwarzschild metric because there are in the liter-
ature exact parametrization of both the orbital energy E and
angular momentum L per unit mass, for a test-particle on an
orbit with generic eccentricity e [57].
3 We emphasize that the main goal of the manuscript is to justify
how (from where) the amount of energy carried by the detected
upper HF QPO would originate. We estimate the amount of the
bolometric energy that would be released by this mechanism,
to compare it to the bolometric energy observed in the upper
We follow the detailed results in Ref. [22] to get the ob-
servable amplitude of the beat νk + νr. In Section V we
discuss the results in this paper in light of other theoreti-
cal and observational results. Section VI summarizes the
conclusions.
II. ORBITING CLUMPS OF PLASMA AND
TIDAL LOAD
Motivated by the results from tidal disruption of
clumps orbiting a Schwarzschild black hole [24, 25], re-
producing power spectra much alike to the observed ones
[26], in GC15 we have estimated the energy coming from
the tidal disruption of a clump of plasma in the accre-
tion disk around LMXBs. Magnetohydrodynamics sim-
ulations show that the inner part of the accretion disk is
highly turbulent [58]. In Ref. [59] the authors reported
the discover of large structures in the accretion disk of
a x-ray binary. Propagating accretion rate fluctuations
in the disk are modeled [60, 61] to reproduce the aperi-
odic variability observed in BH LMXBs. Thus, it is hard
thinking to a smooth accretion disk, but rather it may be
characterized by inhomogeneities propagating through-
out it. Note that in Ref. [45] is shown that magnetically
confined massive clumps of plasma might form in the in-
ner part of the accretion disk. In light of this, in GC15
we explored the idea of treating a clump of plasma as
characterized by some internal force keeping the clump
together (e.g. electrochemical bounds and/or magnetic
forces). In this section we recall the main arguments in
GC15.
A spherical clump of radius R, mass µ and density ρ
undergoes a tidal force (between two opposite spherical
caps of the clump, at r −R and r +R; see also GC15)
FT = µ
′c2
[(
dVeff
dr
)
(r−R)
−
(
dVeff
dr
)
(r+R)
]
(1)
≈ µ′c22R
(
d2Veff
dr2
)
r
where µ′ = ρV ′ is the mass of the spherical cap, of height,
say, one tenth of the radius, h = R/10. The volume of the
cap is V ′ = πh2(R−h/3). Veff in (1) is the gravitational
effective potential in the Schwarzschild metric (7). In the
case of a solid-state clump of matter, the clump is kept
together by an internal force (electrochemical bounds)
characterized by the ultimate tensile strength σ, i.e. the
internal force per unit area. The tidal force has to be
weaker than internal forces, FT ≤ 2πRhσ. From this
inequality we can get some order of magnitude on the
HF QPO. Here our main purpose is not the spectral energy dis-
tribution (i.e. how the orbital energy then is emitted), which
depends on the exact energy emission mechanism (see Sec. IV
for a discussion on this point).
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FIG. 1. Radius R set by tides of a clump of plasma as a
function of the periastron of the orbit rp, around a 2 M⊙
neutron star.
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where we wrote the density ρ = c2s/Y , Y is the Young’s
modulus of the material, cs the speed of sound in it. As
mentioned above, in Section IV of GC15 we explored the
idea of treating clumps of plasma in the accretion disk
as characterized by some internal force per unit area σ
(electrochemical bounds and/or magnetic forces). The
speed of sound in the plasma is [63]
cs =
(
γZkT
mi
)1/2
(3)
where γ ∼ 5/3 is the adiabatic index, Z the charge state
(Z = 1 for a hot plasma), mi the ion hydrogen mass, k
the Boltzmann’s constant [63].
In CG15 we pointed out that clumps with R = Rmax
would not probably form at all because of tides. The
tidal load (the tidal force (1) per unit area) has to be n
times smaller than σ, i.e. FT /2πRh = σT = σ/n, where
σT =
µ′c2
2πRh
[(
dVeff
dr
)
(r−R)
−
(
dVeff
dr
)
(r+R)
]
(4)
≈ 10µ
′c2
πR
(
d2Veff
dr2
)
r
4 Note that the Rmax calculated in GC15 in the case of a solid-
state clump agrees to the dimensions derived in Ref. [62] of a bar
falling into a gravitational field.
In GC15 we constrained n = 5 as upper limit, giving
R ∼ 3000 m. A larger n implies a clump with ra-
dius R emitting gravitational energy lower than that ob-
served in HF QPOs (≈ 1035 − 1036 erg/s). On the other
hand, a smaller n gives larger radii R, close to Rmax.
As mentioned above, such clumps would not probably
form/survive at all because of tides. Fig. 1 shows the
radius R = Rmax/
√
5 set by tides (from equation (2))
as a function of the periastron rp of the orbit, in the
case σT = σ/5. In (2) the ratio σ/Y was constrained in
GC15 (equation (9)) and is σ/Y = 300 in atoll sources
(σ/Y = 70 in Z-sources; see Section VII B in GC15).
The speed of sound cs is from (3). In Fig. 1 we see that,
as long as the tidal force strengthen towards the inner re-
gions, R decreases as expected. However, getting closer
to ISBO (r ∼ 5.6 rg) R increases and then drops. The
slightly increase is caused by the weakening of the tidal
force close to ISBO. Close to ISBO the gravitational po-
tential (7) flattens and, therefore, the tidal force weaken.
This can be seen in Fig. 2. It shows the tidal load σT (4)
in Pascal on a clump of plasma R = 3000 m big for sev-
eral orbits of different periastron. Over each orbit (each
segment in the figure) σT changes from the periastron to
the apastron of the orbit. Its overall behavior increases
and then drops close to ISBO because of the flattening
of the potential. The flattening of the minimum of the
potential Veff is a features of GR [18] and causes the de-
crease of the difference of potential energy between close
orbits reported in GC15.
The drop of R in Fig. 1 close to ISBO is caused by the
drop at ISBO (inner edge of the accretion disk) of the
speed of sound in the plasma (see equation (2)). The
cusp seen at rp ∼ 6.4 rg is because of the orbit at which
the tidal force is almost equal at periastron and apastron.
Orbits with bigger radii have the tidal force stronger at
periastron, as expected, therefore we calculate the radius
R of the clump set by tides at periastron. However, or-
bits with r smaller than r ∼ 6.4 rg have a tidal force
stronger at apastron, because of the flattening of the po-
tential. This can been see in Fig. 2. Thus, we calculate
the radius R set by tides at the apastron of the orbit.
The patterns in both figures are for orbits of eccentric-
ity5 e = 0.1, for a neutron star of 2 M⊙ and an accretion
rate of M˙ ∼ 7× 1016 g/s, giving the luminosity observed
in atoll sources, i.e. L ∼ 0.07 LEdd ∼ 1037 erg/s ([64],
where LEdd ∼ 2.5 × 1038 erg/s is the Eddington lumi-
5 It might be reasonable thinking that during accretion a clump of
plasma may have a trajectory on a not perfect circular orbit, be-
cause of the turbulent environment [58]. Numerical simulations
in Ref. [22] reproduce multiple peaks in the power spectrum,
at νk and the beats νk ± νr , for orbits with small eccentricity
(e ∼ 0.1). In Ref. [26] the upper HF QPO at νk+νr in the power
spectrum from numerical simulations is reproduced for an orbit
with eccentricity e = 0.1. Such results [22, 26], much alike to
observations, suggest that clumps on orbit with low e may exist
in the disk. So here we chose e = 0.1, also to pursue the results
reported in GC15 and Ref. [47].
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FIG. 2. Tidal load σT (4) over a clump of plasma R = 3000
m big as a function of the orbital radius. Each segment draws
the variation of the load from periastron to apastron of the
orbit.
nosity for a ∼ 2 M⊙ neutron star [63]). This accretion
rate gives a density of the clump of plasma in the accre-
tion disk of ρ ∼ 1 g/cm3 and the speed of sound in it
cs ∼ 4× 107 cm/s [63].
III. THE ENERGY AND TIME-SCALE FROM
TIDAL CIRCULARIZATION OF RELATIVISTIC
ORBITS
The total energy of an orbiting test-particle of mass µ
is enclosed in the energy-momentum relation6
gαβp
αpβ = −µ2 (5)
with gαβ metric tensor and p
α(β) contravariant four-
momentum of the test particle [18]. In the Schwarzschild
metric substituting the pα = dxα/dτ (τ proper time; see
e.g. [57]) and extending (5) we get
E˜2 =
(
dr
dτ
)2
+
(
1− 2m
r
)(
1 +
L˜2
r2
)
(6)
m is the mass of the compact object7, E˜ and L˜ total
energy and angular momentum per unit mass µ of the
test-particle, r is the radial coordinate. Equation (6)
(whose square root, multiplied by µc2, we can write as
E = µrelc
2, with µrel relativistic mass) tells us the energy
contributions to the total energy E˜. The first term is the
energy coming from the radial motion, i.e. the motion
6 Hereafter we use geometric units (G = c = 1), unless differently
specified.
7 The massm in geometric units is equal to the gravitational radius
of the compact object rg = GM/c2, where M is the mass of the
compact object in international system units, G the gravitational
constant and c the speed of light. For a 2M⊙ neutron star rg ∼ 3
km.
from periastron to apastron and back to periastron. The
second term is the effective gravitational potential [57]
Veff = 1− 2m
r
− 2mL˜
2
r3
+
L˜2
r2
(7)
with contribution from the rest-mass energy (per unit
mass µ), the gravitational and centrifugal potential.
In Ref. [57] are reported exact parametrization for the
total (or orbital) specific energy E˜ and specific angular
momentum L˜, for a generic orbit of semi-latus rectum p
and eccentricity e
E˜ (p, e) =
(
(p− 2− 2e) (p− 2 + 2e)
p (p− 3− e2)
)1/2
(8)
L˜ (m, p, e) =
(
p2m2
p− 3− e2
)1/2
(9)
p is linked to the periastron rp of the orbit through
rp = pm/(1 + e).
The energy (in international system units) that a clump
of matter of mass µ would release, if its orbit of eccen-
tricity e is circularized, is from (8)
ǫ = µc2
(
E˜ (p, e)− E˜ (p, 0)
)
(10)
We aim to compare the released energy ǫ to the energy
(amplitude) carried by the upper HF QPO observed in
NS LMXBs (Fig. 3 in Ref. [52]). The upper HF QPO
of the twin-peaks corresponds to the beat νk + νr in
the power spectrum from numerical simulations [26, 47].
This beat is caused by the eccentricity of the orbit and
originates only in the phase of tidal circularization of the
orbit, when energy is released and it is modulated at
νk + νr, till the orbit gets circular, then νk + νr fades.
We calculate the relativistic keplerian8 νk and radial νr
frequency as in Ref. [47], for an orbit with eccentricity
e = 0.1. Fig. 3 shows the orbital energy released ǫ (10)
to circularize the orbit of initial e = 0.1 as a function of
the frequency of the beat νk+νr, i.e. for clumps orbiting
at different orbital radii. The range of orbital radii is ∼6
rg to 13 rg. At each orbital radius the clumps have R as
in Fig. 1. The energy released corresponds to ∼ 0.3% µc2.
We see that the energy released when, e.g., νk+νr ∼ 520
Hz (rp ∼ 13 rg) is higher than that released by a clump
orbiting at rp ∼ 7 rg (νk+νr ∼ 1100 Hz). Close to ISBO
it drops.
With the amount of orbital energy released by the clump
to circularize its orbit we can investigate whether the
upper HF QPO seen in the observations could actually
8 We would warn that keplerian motion for matter orbiting close to
a neutron star is an approximation, since the effects of a bound-
ary layer might deviate the orbital motion from purely keplerian.
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FIG. 3. Orbital energy released by a clump of plasma with
R as in Fig. 1 in order to circularize its orbit with initial
e = 0.1. The energy is plotted as a function of the frequency
of the beat νk + νr for a 2 M⊙ compact object.
originate from tidal circularization of relativistic orbits.
We calculate the time-scale the circularization of the or-
bits by tides would take place. Then we compare the
derived coherence of νk+ νr to the coherence behavior of
the upper HF QPO observed in several atoll NS LMXBs
(Fig. 2 in Ref. [52]).
The tidal force removes energy from orbit and loads it on
the clump (e.g. Ref. [43, 65]). We aim to estimate the
energy loaded by tides on the clump over one radial cycle,
from periastron to apastron and back to periastron (see
Fig.2). To get order of magnitude, we substitute into (4)
the parametrized radius r(χ) = pm/(1 + e cos(χ)) as a
function of the radial phase χ [57]. The tidal load (4) as
a function of χ, which is an energy per unit volume, is in-
tegrated over one radial cycle χ, from periastron (χ = 0)
to apastron (χ = π) and back to periastron (χ = 2π).
We multiply for the volume of the clump to get the en-
ergy loaded by tides per periastron passage. For a clump
with R as in Fig. 1 and a density of the plasma typical
for an atoll source (ρ ∼ 1 g/cm3), the estimated amount
of energy is of the order of 9 Etide ∼ 1035 erg. We di-
vide ǫ from (10) by Etide (as a function of the orbital
radius) to get the number of periastron passages N in
order to circularize the orbit. The time it takes to cir-
cularize the orbit then is t′ = N/νr, equal to
10 t′ ∼ 0.01
s at r ∼ 8 rg. The coherence of the beat νk + νr is
Q = (νk + νr)/∆ν = (νk + νr)t
′. Fig. 4 shows the coher-
ence Q obtained from our calculations as a function of the
frequency νk + νr. Like in Fig. 3, the range of frequency
corresponds to a range of orbital radii of ∼ 13 − 5.6 rg.
The radius R of the clump is shown in Fig. 1. The coher-
ence Q is mostly constant and of the order of 10. Both
9 Note that the order of magnitude obtained Etide ∼ 0.1% µc
2
agrees to that calculated with other formalisms in the case of a
star disrupted by a supermassive black hole [31].
10 This time-scale is in agreement with that from the calculations
in Ref. [43].
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FIG. 4. Simulated coherence Q of the beat νk + νr as a func-
tion of the frequency νk+νr for a 2 M⊙ compact object. The
value of Q is related to the time scale the tidal circularization
of relativistic orbits takes place, for clumps of plasma of R as
in Fig. 1. Such behavior is typical of the Q of the detected
upper HF QPO. For a comparison with the data see Fig. 2 in
Ref. [52]
.
its value and trend are much alike to the coherence of
the upper HF QPO observed in NS LMXBs, Fig. 2 of
Ref. [52] (filled star symbols). In Fig. 2 of Ref. [52] Q is
of the order of Q ∼ 10 for most of the sources.
We see that the Q calculated here strongly depends
on the radius R of the clump, Q ∝ R−2. It may be
worth emphasizing that the R in Fig 1 is derived from
the calculations in Section II and the way to derive it
was described in Sections III, IV in GC15. We are not
assuming an R to match the Q from the observations,
but its value is derived from calculations. This may be
a significant result within this framework. Indeed, from
the calculated R this approximated modeling is able to
give for the first time both Q and the amplitude of the
upper HF QPO (see Sec. IV) in agreement with those
from observations [52].
IV. TYING THE RELEASED ORBITAL
ENERGY TO THE OBSERVABLE AMPLITUDE
OF THE MODULATION
The orbital energy released during tidal circularization
of the orbit (eq. 10) gives time-scales of dissipation in
agreement with the coherence Q of the upper HF QPO
detected in atoll NS LMXBs [52]. However, this released
orbital energy has to be converted somehow to electro-
magnetic radiation in order the upper HF QPO to be
detected. Moreover, only a fraction of this radiation is
modulated by Doppler boosting and detectable as HF
QPOs [22]. In this section we discuss how the extracted
orbital energy by tides would turn into radiation emit-
ted by the clump (see footnote 3). We also estimate the
amount of energy that would be modulated by Doppler
7boosting and detected as a QPO, following the results in
Ref. [22].
From the energy emission spectra of LMXBs we know
that HF QPOs are observed in hard x-ray, their am-
plitude keep increasing towards hard x-ray (> 5 keV
[66]). This means that the only thermal emission from
the disk (soft x-ray, ∼ 1 keV) can not justify their na-
ture. A corona of hot electrons and/or a boundary layer
contribute to the energy emission spectra observed in
LMXBs (see e.g. Refs. [67, 68]). These components pro-
duce the hard x-ray spectrum seen in LMXBs. The soft
x-ray photons from the disk are inverse-Compton scat-
tered to higher energy by the corona and/or the bound-
ary layer. There are evidences that the same mechanism
could amplify the amplitude of the HF QPOs at hard x-
ray [69, 70]. That is, the HF QPOs could be produced in
the disk, but then they are amplified to hard x-ray by the
corona and/or the boundary layer. It was recently sug-
gested that the occurrence of the lower HF QPO could
be because of some resonance between the comptonis-
ing medium and the accretion disk and/or the neutron
star surface [71]. On the other hand, in Ref. [72] it is
shown, by means of Monte Carlo ray-tracing, that mul-
tiple scattering of soft photons from the disk in a corona
of hot electrons would smooth the oscillation that orig-
inates in the disk. In Ref. [72] it is suggested that it
is unlikely that the same mechanism would produce HF
QPOs at hard x-ray, since the emerging hard x-ray suf-
fered more scattering than soft x-ray, thus the oscillation
has a low amplitude at high energy bands (see Fig. 5
in Ref. [72]). It is also suggested that there may be in
the disk a hot-spot already emitting hard x-ray photons,
such that they are moderately scattered by the surround-
ing corona. In Ref. [46] the authors studied the energy
spectra of two x-ray binaries over 10−100 ms time-scales.
They concluded that the hard x-ray radiation is better
explained through cyclo-synchrotron self-Compton mech-
anisms. Thus, if clumps of plasma in the accretion disk
are permeated by some magnetic field, tidal stretching
of the clump may provide a mechanism to produce non-
thermal electromagnetic radiation. The orbital energy
extracted through tides (e.g. Fig. 3) is transferred into
internal energy of the clump (e.g. Refs. [43, 65]). In
Refs. [25, 44] it is shown that during tidal stretching the
magnetic field could largely increase. The extracted or-
bital energy could go into kinetic energy of the electrons
in the plasma, since the clump is rapidly expanding into
a pole. This mechanism could provide relativistic elec-
trons winding around the magnetic filed of the clump and
producing synchrotron radiation [25, 44]. Synchrotron
radiation by compact hot-spots has already been pro-
posed as mechanism to produce the hard x-ray spectrum
seen in HF QPOs [73]. It is clear that full magneto-
hydrodynamics simulations are required to see how the
clump disrupted by tides would emit its energy. On the
other hand, we have some clues which could be used to
estimate the magnetic field the clump would have and
checking whether it is consistent with that measured in
LMXBs (B ∼ 108 − 1013 G [74, 75]). In Section IV
of GC15 we explored the idea of treating the clump of
plasma as characterized by some internal force keeping it
together, e.g. electrochemical bounds and/or a magnetic
force. In Ref. [45] is pointed out that magnetically con-
fined massive clumps of plasma might form in the inner
part of the accretion disk. We calculated in equation (9)
in GC15 the value of the ratio σ/Y , where σ is the inter-
nal force per unit area, Y = ρc2s is the Young’s modulus
of the material
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Like in solid-state materials, we can think of σ/Y like a
hardness of the magnetized clump of plasma. In GC15
we argued that the mechanical binding energy Eb in (11),
stored in the clump and keeping it together, should be at
least of the same order of that observed in HF QPOs, if
the HF QPOs are produced by the tidal disruption of the
clump. The amplitude of HF QPOs is some percent the
luminosity of the source, i.e. LQPO ∼ 1035 − 1036 erg/s
in atoll sources. Following the results in Section III this
energy is emitted over a time scale of the order of ∼ 0.01
s, thus the energy of the QPO is EQPO ∼ 1033 − 1034
erg. However, this observed energy is only some per-
cent of the total energy emitted. It is the energy modu-
lated by Doppler boosting. For a hot-spot with an over-
brightness twice the background disk the modulated en-
ergy is only of the order of 1% [22]. Thus, the total
energy emitted would be Eb ∼ 1036 erg. Substituting
this Eb in (11) we get σ/Y ∼ 300 for an atoll source
with luminosity L ∼ 1037 erg/s (see also Sec. IV and
Sec. VII B in GC15). We can estimate the magnetic
field of the clump of plasma. Indeed, if the Eb above
is the magnetic binding energy keeping the clump to-
gether, then σ = 300Y = 300ρc2s is the magnetic pressure
Pm = B
2/2µ0, B the magnetic field and µ0 = 4π × 10−7
H/m is the magnetic permeability. Equating Pm to σ (in
Pascal) we derive a magnetic field permeating the clump
of B ∼ 5× 109 G. In the case of a Z-source, whose ratio
was estimated in GC15 σ/Y ∼ 70, inserting ρ and cs for
a Z-source with luminosity L ∼ 2 × 1038 erg/s we get
B ∼ 1010 G, a larger value than atoll sources, as mea-
sured [74]. Note however that in Fig. 3 of Ref. [74] atoll
sources are located in the region around B ∼ 5× 108 G,
while Z-sources in that with B ∼ 5 × 109 G. The dis-
crepancy between these values and those calculated here
may be because we did a crude estimation here. For ex-
ample, we are using the vacuum magnetic permeability
µ0 = 4π×10−7 H/m, usually also used in plasmas. How-
ever, it may be different in the plasma we are dealing
with. On the other hand, tidal stretching simulations of
the magnetic field in a star [34] show that the magnetic
field of the squeezed star strengths at least by a factor
8of 10. Thus, if HF QPOs are related to the energy emit-
ted by a magnetic clump of plasma stretched by tides,
the estimation of B shown here could give a B actually
larger than that of the host LMXB.
Although this result is interesting, giving a B consistent
with that measured in NS LMXBs (B ∼ 108 − 1013 G
[74, 75]), we would stress that the issues in this section
need close attention in dedicated future works.
A. Amplitude of the detectable modulation
Numerical simulations of a hot-spot orbiting around
a Kerr black hole and emitting photons show modula-
tions detected as HF QPOs if the hot-spot has some over-
brighteness with respect to the disk [22]. An overbright-
ness twice the background disk can give HF QPOs with
an amplitude of the order of ∼ 1% the luminosity of the
hot-spot. The light curve of the orbiting hot-spot is mod-
ulated at the orbital period because of Doppler boosting
of the emitted photons, such as relativistic beaming, and
gravitational lensing [22]. These relativistic effects mag-
nify the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation emit-
ted. In the case of relativistic beaming, the magnification
depends on the velocity of the hot-spot with respect to
the observer (see e.g. Ref. [76])
Iν(o) = Iν(e)D
p (12)
where Iν(o) and Iν(e) are the observed and emitted spe-
cific intensity Iν , p = 3 + α with α energy spectral in-
dex11, D is the Doppler factor
D =
1
γ (1− β cos (θ)) (13)
where γ = 1/
√
(1 − β2) is the Lorentz factor and β =
v/c, with v orbital speed of the clump and c speed of
light. Because we are investigating an interval of orbital
radii ranging r ∼ 6−13 rg it would be worth checking the
relative Doppler boosting at 6 rg and 13 rg. The Lorentz
factor γ and the ratio β at these two radii are (β, γ)13rg =
(0.23745, 1.02944) and (β, γ)6rg = (0.35482, 1.06959).
For an edge-on view (θ = 0), inserting in (13) these num-
bers the relative increment of D4 is by12 67%. Thus, this
relative increment affects by 0.67 Iν(o) any intrinsic trend
of Iν(o) over r ∼ 6− 13 rg.
In Fig. 3 the energy that could be released and possible
converted into radiation is in the interval of 2− 8× 1035
erg, for an atoll source with a luminosity of Latoll ∼ 1037
erg/s. Over the time-scale the energy is released, ∼ 0.01
s, the background energy of the source then is Eatoll ∼
1035 erg. Therefore, we may have a clump of plasma a
11 In atoll NS LMXBs α ≥ 1 (see e.g. Ref. [77])
12 For an inclination, e.g., θ = 50 the relative magnification drops
to 24%.
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FIG. 5. Amplitude the beat νk + νr would have in the ob-
servations after the energy release by tidal circularization of
relativistic orbits (Fig. 3). The amplitude is in percent of the
luminosity of an atoll NS LMXB (∼ 1037 erg/s). The am-
plitude is plotted as a function of the frequency of the beat
νk + νr. Such behavior is typical of the amplitude of the up-
per HF QPO. For a comparison with the data see Fig. 3 in
Ref. [52].
factor 8 brighter than the background radiation. Follow-
ing the results in Ref. [22], in which an overbrighteness of
the hot-spot by a factor of 2 turns modulations of ∼ 1%,
we may have modulations up to ∼ 4%, i.e. of the order of
∼ 1033−3×1034 erg. Thus, the amount of orbital energy
released by the clump during tidal circularization of the
orbit might give modulations that could be detected at
νk + νr in the power spectrum. The mechanism to pro-
duce energy proposed here might justify how the orbiting
hot-spot would have the overbrightness claimed in other
works, in order to produce detectable HF QPOs [21–23].
We divide the modulated fraction of energy by the
time-scale the tidal circularization of the orbit takes
place, i.e. the time-scale over which the energy is emit-
ted, as a function of the orbital radius. Fig. 5 shows
the amplitude the beat νk + νr would have in percent
of the luminosity of the source ∼ 1037 erg/s. Both the
value and the behavior in the figure are similar to the up-
per HF QPO amplitude seen in the observations (Fig. 3
in Ref. [52] (filled stars)), where it is seen to decrease
from ∼ 10 − 15% to 1% over the range of frequencies
∼ 500− 1200 Hz.
V. DISCUSSION
Several models have been proposed in order to iden-
tify the central frequency of the twin-peak HF QPOs
with those of the orbital motion around the compact
object [20–23, 49, 50, 78]. Some models link the kep-
lerian frequency νk of the orbiting matter to the upper
peak of the twin-peak HF QPOs, other link νk to the
lower peak [20, 21, 49, 50]. In Ref. [26] numerical sim-
ulations show that tidal disruption of clumps of matter
9[25] produces power spectra much alike to the observed
ones. The power law and twin-peaks seen in the obser-
vations are reproduced. The upper peak corresponds to
νk+νr, the lower one to νk. The light curve of an orbiting
clump/hot-spot is drawn by the timing law of its azimuth
phase φ(t). The photons emitted by the clump are cycli-
cally Doppler boosted by relativistic effects and when this
happens is dictated by the timing law φ(t). Because in a
curved space-time for non-circular orbits νr 6= νk the dif-
ferent orbital speed at periastron and apastron passage
introduces an oscillating term in φ(t) at the frequency νr.
In a flat space-time φ(t) displays this oscillating term as
well, but in that case νr = νk and in the power spectra
of φ(t) only the peak at νk is seen. In a curved space-
time the beats νk± νr and νk are seen [47]. The beats at
νk±νr and νk are a characteristic of the orbital motion as
much as νk is in the case of a flat space-time. Therefore,
if orbital motion in a curved-space time is producing the
twin-peak HF QPOs, it is more natural to link the upper
HF QPO to νk + νr. This is also what numerical simu-
lations show [26, 47]. It is interesting noting that in the
BH LMXB XTE J1550-564 was reported the evidence
of a triplet of HF QPOs in a harmonic relationships,
92:184:276 Hz [79]. The one at 92 Hz is the weakest.
Individual observations show only a HF QPO, but when
averaged together to increase the signal to noise ratio the
triplet show up. It is unlikely the same HF QPO is going
up and down in frequency since HF QPOs in BH LMXBs
are observed at fixed frequencies. Moreover, it would be
a really unlikely occurrence the same peak showing up
only at these three different orbital radii in integer fre-
quency ratios, 1:2:3. The triplet would fit to the case in
which the uppermost peak is the beat νk + νr, while the
other are νk and νk − νr (see also Ref. [47]). The only
orbital radius producing the triplet with 92:184:276 Hz
is rp ∼ 7.3 rg for a Schwarzschild black hole with mass
MBH ∼ 7.7 M⊙. The mass estimated from optical ob-
servations is MBH = 9.10 ± 0.61 M⊙ [80]. Therefore,
the pairs of frequency (νk, νk + νr), given by numerical
simulations [26], is suitable for interpreting the harmonic
relationships of the HF QPOs seen in XTE J1550-564.
In Ref. [81] both the massMBH and dimensionless angu-
lar momentum a of the BH LMXB GRO J1655-40 were
measured by means of numerical fits, linking νk to the
upper peak (∼ 450 Hz) while νk − νr (periastron preces-
sion) to the lower one (∼ 300 Hz), as previously proposed
by the model [21]. It is not straightforward making a di-
rect comparison of the GRO J1655-40 mass measured in
Ref. [81], using the frequency pairs (νk − νr, νk), to that
using (νk, νk + νr) as here suggested. In Ref. [81] rela-
tivistic frequencies in the Kerr metric were used to fit the
data. Also, a third low frequency QPO (∼ 18 Hz) linked
to the modulation at the nodal precession frequency νnod
was used in the fit. The precession of the plane of the
orbit would produce a modulation at νnod, a general rela-
tivistic effect due to frame dragging and known as Lense-
Thirring precession [13]. In this manuscript we are using
relativistic frequencies of low eccentricity orbits in the
Schwarzschild metric, since here we needed to use exact
analytical expressions for both the energy E˜ and angular
momentum L˜ for orbits with generic eccentricity e [57].
Moreover, in the Schwarzschild metric the nodes of the
orbit do not precess. The mass of GRO J1655-40 from
the fit in Ref. [81] agrees with great accuracy to that
from optical observations. The best-guess from optical
light curves is MBH = 5.4 ± 0.3 M⊙ [82]. The radius
at which the three QPOs would be emitted in Ref. [81]
is r ∼ 5.6 rg, assuming that the low frequency QPO is
the nodal frequency νnod and not 2νnod as originally pro-
posed by the model [21]. Using the frequency pairs (νk,
νk + νr) to produce twin-peak HF QPOs in a 3:2 ratio,
with the lower HF QPO ∼ 300 Hz and the upper ∼ 450
Hz as in the observations, the mass of the Schwarzschild
black hole is MBH = 4.7 M⊙, and the orbital radius
where (νk, νk + νr) are in 3:2 ratio is
13 r ∼ 7.3 rg.
We emphasize that a precise measurement of the mass of
a compact object using the twin-peak HF QPOs is be-
yond the purpose of this manuscript. It demands close
attention and accurate methodology, like that described
in Ref. [81].
In Ref. [83] is reported an observational result that
could challenge the results presented in this manuscript,
i.e. the upper HF QPO corresponding to νk + νr (as nu-
merical simulations [26] and Figs. 4, 5 suggest). The au-
thors studied the behavior of the pulse amplitude in the
accreting milliseconds x-ray pulsar SAX J1808.4-3658. It
was noted, for the first time, that the pulse amplitude
correlates with the frequency (300-700 Hz) of the upper
HF QPO detected. It is shown that when the upper HF
QPO frequency is below the spin frequency (401 Hz) of
the pulsar, the pulse amplitude doubles. When the fre-
quency of the upper HF QPO is above the spin frequency
the pulse amplitude halves. This shows evidences on a
direct interaction between the spinning magnetosphere of
the neutron star and the physical mechanism producing
the upper HF QPO. It strongly suggests that the upper
HF QPO originates from orbital motion of the plasma in
the accretion disk. The possible keplerian nature of the
upper HF QPO is highlighted. On the other hand, it is
emphasized that the findings also suggest a more general
azimuthal nature of the upper HF QPO. It could be ke-
plerian, precessional, or an azimuthally propagating disk
wave. If orbital motion is producing the detected upper
HF QPO, the findings in Ref. [83] would not discard an
upper HF QPO corresponding to the beat νk + νr, since
this beat is a natural consequence of orbital motion in
the curved-space time around the spinning neutron star.
It is interesting noting that if the upper HF QPO rang-
ing 300-700 Hz in SAX J1808.4-3658 is the beat νk + νr,
it would correspond to a range of keplerian frequency
13 Note that in the Kerr metric this orbital radius would be ∼ 7 rg
for a Kerr black hole with MBH ∼ 5.7 M⊙, a ∼ 0.3. At this
radius, the low frequency QPO (∼ 18 Hz) used in the fit in
Ref. [81] is equal to 2νnod.
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νk ∼ 200− 400 Hz, i.e. an upper limit equal to the spin
frequency of the magnetosphere (401 Hz). The maxi-
mum keplerian frequency then is seen at the corotational
radius rc, i.e. the orbital radius at which the keplerian
frequency equals the spinning one. In Ref. [84] has been
suggested that SAX J1808.4-3658 is near spin equilib-
rium, i.e. rm ∼ rc, where rm is the magnetosphere ra-
dius. Therefore, a maximum upper HF QPO of ∼ 700 Hz
might mean a coherent oscillation produced close to or at
the magnetosphere radius. Either the disk is truncated
at the magnetosphere radius rm or inside the magneto-
sphere no coherent oscillations form. Within this inter-
pretation, from the observations [83] we see that as long
as the upper HF QPO is produced closer and closer to
rm, the pulse amplitude of the neutron star decreases.
Following the arguments in Ref. [83] on centrifugal inhi-
bition, the interpretation of the upper HF QPO equal to
the beat νk + νr and, therefore, νk ∼ 200− 400 Hz may
give suitable arguments. When the plasma in the accre-
tion disk orbits far away the magnetosphere, r > rm, or
νk < νs, the centrifugal force at the magnetosphere would
inhibit this plasma accreting. Therefore, for a clump of
plasma orbiting in the disk and producing the upper HF
QPO, some plasma of the clump would not be able to flow
towards the magnetic poles and would not affect the pulse
amplitude. Instead, a clump of plasma orbiting closer to
the corotational radius, or close the magnetosphere, thus
for keplerian frequencies approaching νk = 401 Hz and
for νk + νr above 400 Hz, it would be more likely that
a fraction of the clump is accreted towards the poles,
weakening the pulse amplitude [83]. This interpretation,
rather than an upper HF QPO equal to νk, might be more
suitable for the excursions seen in the pulse amplitude of
SAX J1808.4-3658. Such excursions cluster around a fre-
quency of the upper HF QPO of ∼ 600 − 700 Hz [83],
i.e. at νk ∼ 330 − 400 Hz, close to the frequency at the
corotational/magnetosphere radius (401 Hz), where some
rest of the clump is more likely to flow to the magnetic
poles, causing the pulse amplitude to flicker.
Simultaneous twin-peak HF QPOs in SAX J1808.4-
3658 are rarely seen. When HF QPOs were discovered
in this source [85], the twin-peaks were detected only
in one observation. A systematic study on the variabil-
ity of SAX J1808.4-3658 has been presented in Ref. [86].
Twin-peak HF QPOs were detected only in three obser-
vations (out of many) with different central frequencies.
These three detections give clues on the evolution of the
twin-peaks frequency. The separation in frequency of the
peaks is almost consistent with a constant value (∼ 180
Hz) close to half the spin frequency of the pulsar, as
previously reported [85]. The highest frequency of the
upper HF QPO is ∼ 730 Hz yet may be consistent with
the fact that the upper HF QPO corresponds to νk + νr
and the highest upper HF QPO of ∼ 730 Hz is produced
at the corotational/magnetosphere radius. On the other
hand, a constant separation in frequency of twin-peaks is
inconsistent with the pairs (νk, νk + νr), since the differ-
ence νr varies and does not match the separation mea-
sured. However, a constant separation in frequency is a
feature not seen in other atoll sources. The separation
usually varies by several tens of hertz with varying cen-
tral frequency of the peaks [52]. The lower HF QPOs
in SAX J1808.4-3658 shows properties that make it to
differ than the lower HF QPO in other atoll sources. In
SAX J1808.4-3658 the upper HF QPOs is more promi-
nent than the lower [86]. When detected simultaneously,
in other atoll sources the lower HF QPO shows a larger
amplitude [52, 53]. The coherence Q ∼ 10 of the lower
HF QPO in SAX J1808.4-3658 (of the same order of the
upper one) [86] is much lower than in other atoll NS
LMXBs, where it can be of the order of Q ∼ 100 [52, 53].
Calculations in GC15 show that such high coherences
may be typical of a keplerian modulation.
If the upper HF QPO in SAX J1808.4-3658 is the beat
νk + νr it might justify why its maximum frequency is
∼ 700 Hz, since this frequency corresponds to a keple-
rian frequency almost equal to the spinning one (401 Hz).
Therefore, coherent oscillations can form up to the coro-
tational/magnetosphere radius rm, since the source is in
spin equilibrium [84]. Either the disk is truncated at the
magnetosphere or inside no coherent modulations form.
When the energy of such oscillations is released close to
rm the interaction with the magnetosphere might cause
the excursions in pulse amplitude seen in SAX J1808.4-
3658 [83]. The lower HF QPO in SAX J1808.4-3658
might be a modulation different than keplerian [6, 85].
It is rarely detected and shows different properties than
the lower HF QPO detected in other atoll NS LMXBs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The power spectra of LMXBs are characterized by sev-
eral peaks ranging from low to high frequencies. The
highest frequencies detected often show up in pairs,
named twin-peak HF QPOs. They have central frequen-
cies typical of the orbital motion of matter close to the
compact object [87].
In atoll NS LMXBs the lower and upper HF QPOs show
different patterns of their amplitude and coherence ver-
sus central frequency [51–54]. The lower HF QPO shows
an increase and then a decrease of its both amplitude
and coherence. The amplitude of the upper HF QPO
keep decreasing with increasing central frequency of the
peak. The trend of its coherence remains of the order of
Q ∼ 10 over a large range of frequencies. Following nu-
merical simulations [26], in GC15 we have proposed that
the lower twin-peak HF QPO could arise from the en-
ergy released during tidal disruption of clumps orbiting
in the accretion disk. Here we have wondered whether
the energy and coherence observed in the upper HF QPO
could originate because of the tidal circularization of the
clump’s orbit. The tidal force acting on an orbiting
clump circularizes and shrinks the orbit and the clump
emits the released orbital energy as radiation [43]. The
modulation at νk + νr caused by the eccentricity of the
11
orbit [47] should originate because of the energy released
in the phase of tidal circularization of the orbit. We have
estimated the energy that clumps of plasma orbiting in
the accretion disk would release because of tidal circular-
ization of their relativistic orbits. We note for the first
time that such physical mechanism might account for the
amplitude and coherence of the upper HF QPO observed
in atoll NS LMXBs (Figs. 2, 3 of Ref. [52]). Numerical
simulations [26, 47], the results presented here (Figs. 4, 5)
and the discussion on SAX J1808.4-3658 suggest that the
upper HF QPO most probably corresponds to the beat
νk + νr.
The physical mechanism to release energy proposed
here, together with the modulation mechanism in
Refs. [22, 23, 26, 47], might offer an explanation on why
the upper HF QPO would originate. This work might be
the first time we are recognizing the tidal circularization
of relativistic orbits occurring around a neutron star.
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